Field potential response changes in the rabbit olfactory bulb accompany behavioral habituation during the repeated presentation of unreinforced odors.
Experiments were performed on waking rabbits to investigate the changes in both sniffing behavior and local field potential responses in the olfactory bulb during repeated exposure to unreinforced odors. Six rabbits were each implanted with 2 pairs of electrodes for differential recording of the bulbar extracellular field potential. Each animal was given 3 sequential sessions to each of 2 separate odors on 6 consecutive days, while monitoring the bulbar field potential activity and sniffing behavior. Behavioral sniffing responses exhibited rapid within-session decrement in amplitude and long term decrement across sessions. The within-session decrement showed spontaneous recovery between sessions. Both decremental changes in sniffing behavior were accompanied by changes in the bulbar field potential responses. The responses to novel odors were characterized by a reduction in amplitude of high frequency activity (40-80 Hz) and a corresponding increase in amplitude of low frequency activity (15-25 Hz). The high frequency component of the responses showed an initial increase in frequency to a novel odor on the first 3 presentations followed by a rapid decrease in frequency on subsequent trials in the first session which stabilized thereafter. No change in frequency or relative amplitude was observed for the low frequency component. The absolute difference between the odor evoked activity and the preceding control activity measured on each trial showed a significant decrement across sessions with no evidence for spontaneous recovery. The results demonstrate that olfactory bulb responses to novel unreinforced odors show both rapid and long-term changes which parallel changes in sniffing behavior.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)